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Abstract 
Magnetic field-flow fractionation (MgFFF) is a technique for the separation and characterization of magnetic nanoparticles. It is 
explained that the analysis of polydisperse samples requires a programmed decay of field and field gradient during sample 
elution. A procedure for achieving reproducible field decay with asymptotic approach to zero field using a quadrupole 
electromagnet is described. An example of an analysis of a polydisperse sample under programmed field decay is given. 
 




MgFFF is a member of the family of field-flow fractionation (FFF) techniques that make use of a variety of 
different fields or field gradients to separate and characterize macromolecules and particulate materials [1]. 
Separation in FFF takes place within a flow of suspending fluid in a thin channel, across the thickness of which the 
field or field gradient is applied. Under the influence of the field, the particles are driven across the channel 
thickness towards one of the walls. In the case of particles that are less than about 1 µm in diameter, Brownian 
diffusion opposes the build-up in concentration against the wall, and dynamic, steady-state concentration profiles are 
established in which the concentration decays exponentially away from the wall. The rate of decay of concentration 
is dependent on the ratio of the field-induced migration velocity to the diffusion coefficient. Particles that interact 
strongly with the field and/or have low diffusion coefficients form thin layers next to the wall, while those that 
interact less strongly with the field and/or have higher diffusion coefficients form more diffuse layers. In the thin 
channel, the maximum fluid velocity is close to the centre and falls to zero at the walls. Particles occupying thin 
layers are therefore confined to slowly moving fluid next to the wall, while particles occupying thicker layers are 
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Figure 1. Magnetic nanoparticle sample eluted at four different accumulation 
able to sample faster fluid velocities as well as those close to the wall. Thicker layers therefore migrate more quickly 
along the length of the channel than thinner layers, and separation is achieved.  
In many forms of FFF the separation depends on differences in strength of particle interaction with the field. In 
sedimentation FFF (SdFFF), which uses a centrifugal field, particles are separated according to their mass. MgFFF 
separates particles according to the mass or volume of magnetic material incorporated in the particles [2,3]. 
Magnetic nanoparticles are commonly composed of a magnetic component, which may be very finely divided, and a 
polymeric or other material coating which stabilizes their suspension. Other components, such as antibodies for cell 
labelling, or chemotherapeutic drugs for magnetic drug delivery may also be present. Only the magnetic component 
generally has significant interaction with the applied magnetic field.  
 
2. Requirement for field programming 
 
SdFFF separates particles according to particle mass, as mentioned above. The elution time therefore increases 
with particle volume, or the cube of diameter. It therefore has high particle diameter-based selectivity, and for 
polydisperse samples it is necessary to gradually reduce the field strength during the analysis [4-6]. In this way the 
smallest particles may be sufficiently retained in the channel to be analysed and the largest particles may be eluted 




















Since MgFFF also separates particles according to the mass or volume of magnetic material in the particles, the 
field and field gradient must likewise follow a programmed decay. The need for programmed field decay is clearly 
illustrated in Figure 1. A sample of magnetic nanoparticles (Skold Technology, kindly supplied by Jurg Rohrer of 
BD Biosciences Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) is eluted under four different but constant fields and field gradients. In 
the quadrupole magnet used, the field gradient is equal to Bo/ro where Bo is the field at the outer channel wall and ro 
is the radius of the outer wall (ro = 0.743 cm). The fields are plotted as red lines and these refer to the right hand 
axes. In each case, the field is held constant for a period of around 25 min, after which the channel is removed from 
the magnet and the field immediately drops effectively to zero.  
In the case of Figure 1a (the highest field of 53.2 mT), a small fraction of the sample is poorly retained and is 
swept quickly from the channel. This corresponds to the small early peak. Only the tail of this first peak represents 
material that elutes under the mechanism of FFF. The tail quickly approaches the baseline as the more magnetic 
particles are more strongly retained. When the channel is removed from the magnet, the particles that were strongly 
retained in the channel are swept out and these are detected as the second peak. Figures 1b, c, and d show the result 
of using lower applied fields. The features are similar but the ratio of the peaks representing poorly and strongly 
retained material changes in a progressive way until in the case of Figure 1d, almost all of the material is eluted at 
5.6 mT, with very little being released on removing the channel from the magnet. Constant magnetic field operation 
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Figure 2. Detail of the first quadrant of hysteresis loop for field at the 
channel wall. Two minor loops from 0.35A and 0.25A are also
 
Figure 3. Magnetic field at the channel wall as a function of current 
supply to two opposing coils. A constant low current of 0.11A is 
is demonstrated to be incapable of yielding information concerning the distribution in magnetic properties of the 
sample.  
 







































The approach taken to development of MgFFF in our laboratory employs a quadrupole electromagnet with a thin, 
helical channel mounted axisymmetrically in the aperture. The apparatus has been described in the literature [7-10]. 
The electromagnet allows the setting of different fields and field gradients as we have seen. It also allows for the 
programmed decay of field and field gradient during sample analysis. This is accomplished by programming the 
electrical current supply to the four coils of the quadrupole. For the analysis of a polydisperse sample, the field 
decay program should ideally asymptotically approach zero [11], but the remnant magnetization of the 1018 cold 
rolled steel of the solenoid cores, yoke and pole tips interferes with this. It also necessitates that a fixed procedure be 
followed to reproducibly obtain an expected field for a given supplied current. The power supply (HPD60-5 
Programmable Power Supply, Xantrex Technology Inc., Burnaby, BC, Canada) is capable of providing a current of 
up to 5A to the four coils in parallel. Figure 2 shows a detail of the first quadrant of the hysteresis loop for the field 
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Figure 4. Elution of polydisperse magnetic nanoparticle sample 
(Columbus Nanoworks) under conditions of programmed field decay 
at the channel wall when the current is swept from -5A to +5A and back to -5A. A maximum field of 660 mT and 
remnant field of 16.6 mT are obtained. If the current is swept from -5A to +0.35A, the field may then be 
programmed from 68.7 mT to 5.4 mT, following the upper minor loop. Sweeping the current from -5A to +0.25A 
and back to zero allows programming of field from 45.2 mT to 2.8 mT. Each of the descending (red) curves in 
Figure 2 (and infinitely many others) may be accurately repeated by setting the current supply firstly to -5A, 
sweeping to the desired initial positive current (along the ascending, blue curve) and programming to zero current. 
Any minor descending (red) curve may be used as a calibration curve to program the magnetic field. Programming 
from a lower initial current allows a closer approach to zero field, but the range of field is limited.  
The quadrupole electromagnet has a 1018 steel yoke around its perimeter serving as a flux return path. It 
requires only two opposing coils be energized to generate a quadrupole field. This allows the possibility of using 
two of the coils to provide the programmed magnetic quadrupole field while the other two operate at a low fixed 
current giving a field sufficient to oppose and just exceed the remnant field due to the programmed coils at 
maximum current. The result is shown in Figure 3 where a current of 0.11A supplied to two opposing coils is 
sufficient to more than counter the remnant field. The other two coils may be cycled between +3A (in parallel) and 
0A. The field reversibly follows the single curve from 446 mT at +3A to 0 mT at +0.09A. A single calibration curve 



















Figure 4 shows an example of an analysis of a polydisperse magnetic nanoparticle sample, kindly provided by 
Columbus Nanoworks (Columbus, OH). The field is programmed from 234 mT and follows a power program [12]. 
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